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Want to add some healthy adventure to your love life? Wild Brews for Enchanted Moments
features over a dozen recipes for herbal teas, tinctures, aphrodisiac wines, and more. The focus
is mainly on drinks and edible creations, with a few non-edible recipes for romantic scents on the
side. Create a luscious experience for yourself or a lover as you explore the fascinating realm of
natural health with herbs!You'll learn:• Easy-to-brew floral and herbal teas• How to make a
medieval spiced love wine• Potent remedies for impotence, romantic fears, and more• Methods
for making flower waters and candies• Tips and tricks of herbal scienceLike all booklets in the
Wild Brews Herbal Series, Wild Brews for Enchanted Moments is designed to guide beginners
into the craft of medicinal herbalism. Starting with simple teas, it works up to more complicated
formulas, with a couple of ideas thrown in just for fun. You'll find a variety of natural recipes to suit
your needs, desires, and level of knowledge. The back of the book is packed with information on
ingredients, tools, and proven techniques used in the craft of herbalism.Written in a warm and
approachable style, the Wild Brews series encourages fun and informed exploration at your own
pace. If you've ever thought about working with herbs, but want to cut straight to your current
issue or topic of interest, this theme-oriented, do-it-yourself series is for you.A lifelong scientist
and brewer of "potions," author Wendy Currie studies with professional herbalists and is
currently pursuing a master's certification in herbal medicine.
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Copyright 2014Text, Graphics and Formulaeby Wendy Currie(Click for Table of Contents)The
Warning and Disclaimer.Please note that information and statements in this book have not been
evaluated by the FDA. The purpose of this book is to educate. Information given herein is not
intended to diagnose, treat, or cure any illness or medical condition. It should not be considered
a substitute for advice from a healthcare professional. For all serious medical issues, please
consult your doctor. Effort is made to be accurate, but author shall not be held liable for misuse
of this information, nor any subsequent injury, loss or damage due to such.Welcome!Thank you
for buying this book, and welcome to the fun and satisfying world of the kitchen herb laboratory!
In the Wild Brews series, you'll learn an art nearly as old as humankind: cooking, steeping and
mixing natural ingredients to make delicious tonics and simple health remedies. Some issues of
Wild Brews are more medicinally-focused, while others are more for fun. As an herbal medicine
enthusiast, I'll focus mainly on recipes for healing drinks, such as teas, smoothies, tinctures and
liqueurs. But I'll toss in other helpful ideas and recipes as the season inspires, along with tips,
stories and hints. A few issues are geared to making external products, such as for skin and hair.
I hope to provide an easy introduction for all who are new to herbal craft, and a fresh perspective
for old hands. Either way, you'll find a few recipes to add to your own list.Note: In this series, the
word “brews” refers not just to the home brewing of beer or wine, but brewing of a more general
sort, as in teas and potions. But we will use alcohol in some of the recipes offered in the series—
and since herbal wines and cordials are an ancient staple of the home apothecary, it's well worth
learning about them. Not only are they easy to make, they're delicious!Why “13+”? I'm of a
mystical nature, so I love the number thirteen. I realize some folks are still scared of thirteen, but I
wanted a nice number of recipes—not too few, not too many (and not another top ten!).
However, I find it hard to stick to that number when picking things to put in these books. There's
always one more recipe, formula or tip I can't resist sharing with other herb lovers, "kitchen
witches" and home brewers. So don't worry about the number—it comes with a plus.In the back
of this book, you'll find a list of basic tools for herbal work. I include this list in all editions of Wild
Brews, so you can start making your own drinks and mixtures no matter the season. You'll also
find a list of the ingredients featured and their uses, as well as a glossary of basic methods and
directions for preparing them. Finally, I include a list of weights and measures, and their
equivalents for both English and Metric thinkers.Kindling Fire in the Heart's Fold: Brews of
LoveAs I write this Valentine's season issue of Wild Brews, the weather doesn't much resemble
that of spring. We've got eight inches of snow, packed to a treacherous crust on the roads and
sidewalks, with the whole terrain glazed by a layer of ice nearly half an inch thick, thanks to last
night's freezing rain. The pace of life, like that of a chilled heart, feels slowed down and stagnant,
getting nowhere fast except in cracks and bruises. The snowboarders who graced the park
yesterday with their enthusiasm have stashed their gear. Now, every path is a slippery one, an



exercise in adventure, and one is wise not to let their guard down for even a single step. But I
notice all this inherent fragility doesn't stop a young woman from venturing along the sidewalk,
her boyfriend's arm at one hand—and her white cane in the other, testing out her choices for the
future with a careful tap tap tap.For those of us blessed with sight, braving a walk in the park
today also means glimpsing hope, in the form of fat, velvety magnolia buds waiting for the return
of spring's first touch of sunlight to bloom. We are all of us blind to what surprises this year may
hold. But we can help each other walk in faith, finding ways to share our support, our warmth and
our joy.In light of this idea, we may turn to our friends the plants and their healing medicine for
assistance on Valentine's Day and any day we wish, all throughout the spring, in helping us add
passion and love to our lives. Certain herbs are renowned for their ability to open you naturally to
love's influence, both in your body and, just as important, your mind. They can also stimulate lust
and boost fertility. The magical qualities of love, and of a special formula to invite love—
especially one you created yourself—are timeless in their appeal. Mystics believe every moment
is enchanted, if you know how to look at it. When you fall in love, you slip into another, greater
reality. And when you realize the world is full of magic, you fall in love not just with another
person, but with the world. That's the sort of slipping and falling I don't mind at all.An herbal tea
to share with a loved one, be it on a cozy evening inside or a bright morning in the garden, can
be simple and sweet:Rose Mint Medley2 teaspoons black tea (caffeine) or African rooibos, also
called red bush tea (no caffeine)1 teaspoon dried rose petals½ teaspoon dried mint
leavesCouple of drops vanilla extract or piece of vanilla beanHoney or other sweetener to
tastePlace ingredients in a tea ball or cloth tea-bag. Boil water, add to small teapot along with
tea ball and steep for five minutes. (Or, add tea blend directly to pot and strain after steeping.)
Add cream if desired, along with vanilla if using extract. Sweeten with honey, agave syrup, or
stevia herb powder to your liking; rooibos is usually sweeter than black tea.This tea is one out of
many believed to enhance feelings of love. It's also packed with health benefits, which it draws
from the heart-healing power of rose, the simultaneously uplifting yet soothing quality of mint,
the trace minerals and rich, therapeutic aroma of vanilla, and the high mineral and antioxidant
content of rooibos (if you decide to use that tea).For all the recipes here, we'll be using mainly
dried herbs, since those are available regardless of the time of year (not much is growing around
Valentine's Day, especially). Although, grocers often have fresh basil, and occasionally
rosemary. If you already have a greenhouse full of winter herbs, you're ready to rock and brew!
When you make love teas and “potions” later in the year, of course, you can use fresh herbs
then.Creating a tea, spiced wine or other drink together can be a great symbolic rite of union for
lovers, as can the offering of the drink to one lover by the other. These recipes are made to be
effective as is, without any extra hocus-pocus. But as you're making them, drinks can be filled
with positive thoughts, blessings, steamy visualizations, prayer, and overall intentions that
inspire love and passion. You can even enchant your brew, with poetry or song, in the style of
lovers from classic literature (though I'll leave the wording to you).Remember: When it comes to
hot nights and full hearts, a delicious drink or herbal massage oil is just one more tool to help



you engage the most powerful and sophisticated tool you already have—your mind. Your mental
state has a direct influence on your body, and vice versa. Herbs are a system of holistic healing,
which considers body, mind and spirit as a single, richly interactive system, rather than a bunch
of disjointed parts. Likewise, our illnesses often result from being “disjointed”—feeling isolated
and separated from our bodies, from each other, and from the energy that connects all things.
(Illnesses that begin in the mind, or that can't be attributed to mere bodily issues, are sometimes
called psychosomatic.) The gentle, holistic systems of the East and the “isolating,” emergency-
treating medicines of the West both have their place: As one of my books puts it, we need both
the Gardener and the Mechanic to care for our earthly temple.If your libido is low, examine your
life with gentle eyes. Stress, anxiety, side effects of drugs, depression, apathy, medical
conditions, hormonal imbalances, guilt, and shame can all throw a wet blanket over your sex
drive. So can a lack of sensitivity, or a resistance to be open, try foreplay or engage in
compassionate communication. Personally, I've found that shame, embarrassment, is huge in
American culture. Shame often leads to fear and violence (including sexual), and gets in the way
of just about everything good. We get scared to even touch each other! It's no wonder our love
lives could use an overhaul. One potion can't kick every libido-bumming issue you've got, but
herbs can do wonders for your nerves, brain, and stamina. They can lower your anxiety and give
you the nutrients your mind and body need, allowing you to embrace touch, playfulness, and
love.(I'll mention here that I doubt the validity of any “potion” that claims to make you fall madly in
love—or, worse, enslave another person to your will. I also think those are a bit foolish, as people
often wish for silly things, then wonder why their lives fall apart when they get their wish. I may
have a few tricks in my cauldron, but I won't be offering any recipes of that kind in this book. If
that's your bag, I'll leave you to find it.)Beginning today, treat yourself well to prepare yourself to
welcome love. A healthy, loving relationship begins with self-love. Bless the body you've got by
giving it a floral bath, followed by a rub all over with a luscious scented oil. Have a spicy tea of
herbs and flowers, which both tastes good and tones your nerves, muscles and hormones. Junk
stuff—magazines, food, friends, or bad lovers—that makes you feel bad about yourself: You're
worth more than any of it. Finally, throw that shame out the window and eat a bit of chocolate,
especially dark chocolate: It's super-high in antioxidant content, and contains chemicals that
actually promote sexual desire! Today, offer yourself the gift of not only love, but life, lived richly
in simple, endlessly inventive ways. Engage all your senses in playful exploration of good things.
Make love to life, and it'll start making love to you in return.Here's to creativity! Without further
ado, let's brew. . . .Table of ContentsWelcomeTable of ContentsII. Recipes of Desire to Enchant,
Empower and Impassiona. Beguiling Infusions (Teas)b. Tonic Wines to Warm the Cockles (Love
wines)c. Portable Passions: Aphrodisiac Tinctures (Concentrated blends)d. Essential Oils to
Invite Lovee. Assorted Drinks and Treatsf. Eating for Lust and Love: Aphrodisiac SnacksIII. The
Gift of Natural Health:A Human Right and Lifelong Interesta. Personal Mission Statementb.
Basic introduction to Herbalismc. Dosages and CautionsIV. Materia Botanica:a. Summary of
Herbs and Spices in this Issueb. Herbal Ingredients by CategoryV. Appendix I: Glossary of



Terms and MethodsVI. Appendix II: Tools and AccessoriesVII. Weights and MeasuresVIII.
Author's Note and Further ReadingIX. Bibliography and Suggested ResourcesX.
AcknowledgmentsRecipes of Desire to Enchant, Empower and ImpassionBeguiling InfusionsAn
herbal tea or infusion can be spicy or floral, soothing or invigorating, depending on how you'd
like your evening to proceed, and what kind of love you'd like to make.There's a lot of freedom
with teas. Many of the ones here have a number of ingredients, but don't be scared by that—
none of these recipes are hard and fast. Improvise: It's okay. If you can't find an ingredient,
experiment, have fun, and play around with tastes, textures and scents. Who knows? You might
create a new flavor combination you fall in love with in an instant!Love in the GardenAn uplifting
blend, filled with warming spices and herbs that tone the body and restore energy to the mind
and spirit. This tea can be brewed and shared at any time of year, of course; later in spring, fresh
herbs may be accessible, while if you're making this on Valentine's Day you might have to make
with dried ones!2 teaspoons black tea or yerba maté or rooibos tea, as preferred1 tsp. Rose
petals¼ tsp. Sage¼ tsp. Rosemary¼ tsp. ThymeA sprig of mint or 1 tsp. dried mintA few linden
(lime) blossoms, if availableA few bits of organic orange peelA pinch of corianderA pinch of
nutmegAdd all herbs to a teapot, into which you pour three cups of boiling water. (This is one tea
that shouldn't be simmered, in order to retain the volatile oils found in mint.) Steep for ten
minutes, strain. Sweeten with honey, or to taste.Little Floral DelightSimple and sweet, timeless
as love.1 teaspoon Rose petals1 tsp. Jasmine blossomsA drop or two of vanilla extract, if
desiredPlace flowers in a tea-ball, steep for five minutes in a cup of fresh-boiled water. Or,
multiply the recipe as needed and steep in a teapot. Try enjoying with chocolates or butter
cookies.Dreams of PassionThis brew features several herbs that uplift your mood, calm the
nerves, or which are thought to promote pleasant and vivid dreams, combining them with others
that arouse romantic interest. Damiana is considered to do all the above to a certain degree.
Rest yourself into readiness for love, and open your mind to possibilities.1 level teaspoon (or 3
parts) Kava kava¼ teaspoon (or 1 part) Lemon balm¼ teaspoon (or 1 part) Damiana¼ teaspoon
(or 1 part) Rose petals¼ teaspoon (or 1 part) SpearmintBring 1.5 cups of water to a boil. Add
Kava kava root. Simmer at least five minutes, covered. Turn off heat, add other herbs, and steep
an additional 10 minutes. If using the “part” method, mix tea ahead of time, place two teaspoons
in boiling water, and steep only, for 10 minutes. Strain, and sweeten if desired. Sip warm an hour
before bedtime.Sweet-Tart Heartfelt BlendThis tea not only tastes great but contains heart-
healthy hawthorn and other cardio-friendly herbs. It just so happens, it contains nine ingredients!
But if you're missing a couple of minor ones, it'll still taste great. Caffeine-free.1 teaspoon (or 4
parts) Rose petals½ tsp. (or 2 parts) Hawthorn berries½ tsp. (or 2 parts) Rose hips½ tsp. (or 2
parts) Lemon Balm leaf¼ tsp. (or 1 part) Lemon peel¼ tsp. (or 1 part) Ginger root¼ tsp. (or 1
part) Cinnamon¼ tsp. (or 1 part) Vanilla bean, crushed1/8 tsp. (or ½ part) CardamomIf making a
pot of tea, use the teaspoon measuring method. Add all herbs but ginger root and hawthorn
berries to teapot (loose or in tea-ball or pouch). Bring 3 cups of water to a boil, then place ginger
root pieces and hawthorn berries into the pot and simmer a few minutes on low. Add the ginger



and hawthorn decoction to your herb-filled teapot, and let the whole thing simmer for 10-15
minutes. Strain if needed, sweeten as desired. Drink, and think beautiful heart-thoughts!If
making a jar of tea to have on hand, of course, use the “part” measuring method so you can
make as large a quantity as you need. Use one to two teaspoons of this mixture per cup of
tea.Jasmine RefresherA cold-infused delight with a scent of romance and a wink of mint. Fresh
ingredients are best for this one.3 parts Jasmine flowers1 part SpearmintPlace a handful of the
blend in a cup of cold water. Cover and let steep for a few hours, or even overnight. Strain and
savor.Blooming Love BlendStraight from the secret garden, a soothing floral blend with hidden
health benefits for the nerves (chamomile, lavender), blood (clover), lungs and breathing (violet),
and of course, the heart (rose). Ah, yes, and don't forget the mind!
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